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Confirm your email to ensure sharing. Having trouble? x We are experiencing interruptions in the delivery of e-mail. If you don't get emails from us, please try after 8am EST. x Share!0000 Welcome to SonicEXE.net. An unofficial fan site where you can play the best online Sonic EXE games, download them and more!
The original Sonic.EXE creepypasta (Internet horror stories) was created by JC-The-HYena. He created a character, stories and some animations of this dark evil Sonic Hedgehog character. The story is about a teenager who plays a strange modded PC Sonic Port and encounters many episodes of evil paranormal
phenomena. The popular game was created by Gamejolt user MY5TCrimson. Ever since the game came out popularity has gone through the roof, a lot of excitement on Youtube, art, made up stories, and even more games have been created. So now just scroll down, play online, download, and learn more about this
character, enjoy! Play Sonic.EXE Games Online We did the hard work and made up the best fan created Sonic.EXE games you can play in your web browser (Chrome, Firefox, IE, ect) online. These games are flash compatible and will work with PCs, MAC or Chromebooks. These games will not work on mobile devices
or most tablets. If you are having trouble playing any of these games, please make sure you have the latest version of Adobe Flash Player installed. Have fun! Developed by MY5TCrimson, Sonic.EXE - The game introduces the hedgehog-made horror video game platformer available on the Windows operating system.
The game was released in 2014 and received many updates before reaching its completed form in 2015. He is free to play and focuses on the popular Sega Genesis character from what is known as the creepypasta universe. While the Sonic.EXE character appears as Sonic the Hedgehog, it is actually an evil creature
generated in the void. This explains the bloody eyes and the scary, canine-scum. Play as different characters and chase Sonic.EXE, a murderous entity. The action takes place in the Sonic universe. However, users experience it in a whole new way. Sonic.EXE kills everyone in its past. There are many tragic events
players find exploring a once bright and happy background. Sonic.EXE - Game Features video game is completely fan-made. The developer has released several updates to complete his vision. Players survive, as do other characters from their favorite franchise, such as Tails or Knggles. Find out what happened to the
world. However, the event is not for the faint of heart. Blood is everywhere as Sonic.EXE continues its murderous rage. Eventually, players may notice that the music becomes more sinister. The monster is hidden in many unexpected places. Move as fast as possible in the hope of avoiding meeting him until everything is
ready. However, sometimes even speed is not enough players from a sad and terrible death at the hands of a creature. The art is completely fan-made. He has a dark, sad sad where evil invades. Even Dr. Robotnik couldn't be better for this hellish creature. No one is safe when Sonic.EXE appears and attacks. The
music is very eerie. It is based on original songs from player experience levels, but has many new twists. Take the secret paths by exploring things to help in the final fight against Sonic.EXE. Return to previously completed levels for new and unexplained additions. Worlds evolve in this video game, making secrets based
on time, a fun and thoughtful feature. The summary of the video game is based on the creepypasta that spawned from the beloved Sonic Hedgehog series. It's totally fan-made and brings an unexpected genre into the universe. Explore a bloody and ruined world, while Sonic.EXE brings chaos and murder with it. Players
give chases like different Sonic characters. Survive and get rid of evil from the sad remains of the real Sonic's house. Check out new, never-before-seen areas and collect secrets. Expect the unexpected as Sonic.EXE hunts for players in its quest for total madness around the world. Sonic and Sonic the Hedgehog are a
credit to SEGA and are registered trademarks of SEGA Holdings Co., Ltd. © 2020 Arcade Spot - Play the game Sonic.EXE is one of many Sonic Games to play online on your web browser for free on KBH games. Play Sonic.EXE using the Sega online emulator. Tagged as adventure games, Hack Games, Platformer
Games, Retro Games, Sega Games, Sound Games, and Sonic The Hedgehog Games. Upvoted 2,746 players. Other games that you could like are Tyson Hesse Sonic in Sonic 2 and Teen Sonic's Sonic 1. No download or installation required to play this free game. Hope this game brings a bit of joy to your daily life.
Play Sonic Games online in your browser. Play Emulator has the largest collection of high-quality Sonic Games for various consoles such as GBA, SNES, NES, N64, SEGA and more. Start playing by selecting Sonic Emulator from the list below. All games are available without downloading only in PlayEmulator. We've put
together some of the best Sonic Online games such as Sonic Mania Edition, Sonic Advance 3, and Sonic Hedgehog 3.Page 2Page 3 © 2020 Arcade Spot Spot
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